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Don’t miss this month’s general meeting. The speaker is Robert Reeves, and the topic is the Moon.
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Description:
In light of gathering interest in the Moon with the upcoming Artemis mission,
Robert will present a series of high-resolution photographs taken through his
telescopes that explain the evolution of the face of the Moon and discuss the
various geology seen on the Moon through a modest telescope, how these
geologic features came into being, and how they interact with each other to create
the lunar face we see today.

Bio: Robert Reeves has been exploring the cosmos since
1958 and took his first lunar photograph in 1959. He began
telescopic astronomy with a four-inch Criterion Dynascope,
his Christmas present in 1960. In 1975 he acquired a
Celestron 8 telescope, which he still uses today. In 1977,
Robert acquired a Celestron 8-inch Schmidt camera that he
used for a quarter century for deep sky photography.
Today, Robert uses a Celestron 11 Edge HD and a SkyWatcher 180mm Maksutov for lunar photography from his
Perspective Observatory located in central Texas. Robert
also uses a Sky-Watcher 20-inch Stargate telescope for
visual observation and a Celestron 14 with HyperStar for
deep-sky photography.
In 1984, Robert began publishing articles about
astrophotography in Astronomy magazine. Since then, he
has published over 250 magazine articles and 250
newspaper columns about astronomy. His articles have
appeared in Sky and Telescope, Astronomy, Deep Sky,
Deep Sky Journal, Amateur Astronomy, and The Astrograph.
1994 Reeves published his first book, The Superpower
Space Race, followed by The Conquest of Space, coauthored with Fritz Bronner. In 2000, Robert published
Wide-Field Astrophotography, followed by Introduction to
Digital Astrophotography in 2005 and Introduction to
Webcam Astrophotography in 2006.

In

Although Robert Reeves is an accomplished deep sky
astrophotographer, his current passion is re-popularizing
the Moon within the amateur astronomy community by
explaining the origin of the Moon, the evolution of its face,
and introducing its geology to Moon lovers everywhere. Robert has perfected image processing techniques that allow the amateur
astronomer, using modest equipment, to exceed the quality of Earth-based professional lunar photographs taken during the Apollo era.
Robert Reeves enjoys speaking about astronomy and spreading his passion for the Moon and photographing the heavens. In addition
to appearances and Zoom presentations to interested groups, Robert has been the keynote speaker at the Winter Star Party, Apollo
Rendezvous, and the Advanced Imaging Conference. He has spoken twice to the Okie-Tex Star Party, and the Southwest Astrophoto
seminar. Robert has also spoken three times to AstroImage and spoken four times to ALCON, NEAF, and NEAIC, in addition to many
presentations to the Texas Star Party and most recently, the Eldorado Star Party. Robert has also been the Master of Ceremonies at two
ALCONs and three times at the Arizona Science and Astronomy Expo. His recent activities include a five-city speaking tour in China
where he was the first westerner to address the Chinese astronomy community about the Moon. Robert also represents the Celestron
telescope company at national astronomical conventions.
Asteroid 26591 Robertreeves is named in his honor and asteroid 26592 Maryrenfro bears his wife's name. Robert and Mary Reeves are
the only husband and wife team to have sequentially numbered asteroids.
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Meeting Announcement:
Junior Texas Astronomical Society (JTAS)
and
Teen Texas Astronomical Society (TTAS)
JTAS and TTAS are set up to meet the needs of students interested in learning about astronomy and space. Each
section has two meetings a month. The first meeting of the month is a joint meeting for both groups, where we have an
invited speaker to give presentations on astronomy and space science. The second meeting of the month is separate
for each group and a presentation is given by a student.
We will only have the joint JTAS/TTAS meetings in November and December.
The November meeting was on November 12 at 1pm and the December meeting will be on December 3 at 1pm.
Both are held at the STEAM Learning Club, 8751 Collin McKinney Pkwy STE 1401, McKinney TX.
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Email JTAS@texasastro.org for more information and to get information on attending the meetings via Zoom.

Dallas
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The President’s Universe
By Lint laCour, TAS President

Hope you got a chance to go to the State Fair of Texas this year if so inclined. Sarita and I like to
walk through the craft pavilion and admire the creative and talented artwork. Astronomy was
represented again this year throughout the photographs and sketches on display. I tried to take
pictures of the astronomical artwork I saw, but the items in glass cases just wouldn’t photograph
without terrible glare. I did capture a very impressive first premium blue-ribbon drawing of a
youngster looking through a telescope by Richelle Kim. I can envision this young astronomer in
their backyard excitedly positioning and focusing the scope to look at Saturn’s rings, hopefully not
being handsy at a star party.
It has been an interesting month in the LaCour household. Sarita and I also made a trek to
Burlington, Vermont for a few days to see the fall foliage. We’ve never been and wanted to
experience it. We did the tourist attractions including The MarketPlace on Church Street in
Burlington, Stowe, Ben and Jerry’s, The Vermont Teddy Bear Factory and Shelburne Farms. We
even found several covered bridges, but the coolest thing we did was spend one day driving
across Vermont into New Hampshire (think Atoka and back). We drove the regionally famous White
Mountain National Forest Scenic Kancamagus Hwy through Littleton, NH to Conway, NH stopping in towns and overlooks along the way.
The scenery was beautiful. I didn’t do any stargazing, but Jupiter was brightly greeting us right over the hotel as we returned each
evening. We took a lot of pictures and brought back some souvenirs. I brought back two extra souvenirs. Yeah. I brought back Strep …
and Covid. I had a sore throat and felt flu-like, but got past it with some horse-sized antibiotics and ten days of rest just in time for the
October meeting.
TAS also has much going on. By the time you
read this, we should have moved the TAS library
from Kelley’s house to a Cadence Bank branch
on S Carrier Pkwy in Grand Prairie. Bill Moser is
now the custodian of our library materials. TAS
will have also held its first Virtual Facebook Live
Event (11/06) in which Kevin Cobble, Tammy
Onufreiczuk and Michael Rymer will have
hosted a discussion on entry level equipment.
Our end-of-year pot-luck Awards Banquet is
coming up fast. It will be in person at 7pm on
Saturday December 3rd at the Frisco Party Hall.
It’s a great time to socialize, reminisce and
recognize our dedicated volunteers. Speaking
of, we need volunteers to bring items, help setup before and help clean up after. Gary Carter is
graciously hosting the event. Plan to bring a dish to share. Please see his 10/25 Constant Contact
email and coordinate with him on items. We need: food, drink, plates, cups, utensils, napkins, décor.
Gary’s email is “tasdoublestars@gmail.com”.
To avoid Thanksgiving, the November general meeting is a week early on Friday 11/18. We
are honored to have renowned author and prolific speaker Robert Reeves visiting in person
to tell us about the Moon. Don’t miss it. Monthly star parties are up and running on the 1st,
2nd and 4th Saturday. Plus APSIG, our astrophotography special interest group, meets
monthly. Note there are NO meetings in December other than the banquet. Activity
resumes in January. Early next year, we’ve got a special Newbie Star Party planned for
01/14 for members that receive new equipment over the holidays, weather permitting. Our
next Atoka dark site workday is Saturday 01/21. As usual, check our website calendar and
keep an eye out for Constant Contact email on upcoming events.
Clear Skies,
Lint LaCour
President, Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas
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TAS Library is Now Available on TinyCat!
By Kelley Miller
After a lengthy effort, the TAS Library collection is now available to see from any device using the TinyCat application, powered by
LibraryThing. Previously, the only way members could see what books that we had in the collection was from an Excel spreadsheet
uploaded to the TAS website. In addition to perusing our 900+ item collection, TAS members can also now checkout books right from
the app! It has a search feature, and once you find something you are interested in, it will show the cover of the book and more
details about the book that have been pulled in from various sources such as the Library of Congress, Overcat, and Amazon. To just
browse the collection, go to https://www.librarything.com/catalog/TexasAstro.
You will not be able to check out books from the link above. If you would like to be able to check out books, please send an email to
the TAS Librarian (mayor@kelleytexas.com). In the email, be sure to include the same email address that you used for your TAS
membership so that I can verify that you are a current member. Once I validate your membership, I will send you a Patron ID and
password. The website where you can login and check out books is https://www.librarycat.org/lib/TexasAstro.
If you locate a book you would like to check out, simply click on the Check Out button in the book's description. I will receive an email
that you have checked out a book, then I will contact you to make arrangements to get the book to you. Please note that a few select
books are currently located at the TAS dark site in Atoka and are noted as such in the book description in TinyCat.
The due date for materials is 60 days from the date you checked out the item. You may renew two times for 30 days each. You will
receive an automated email reminder 7 days prior to your due date. You will receive a first past due reminder 3 days after the due
date and a second reminder 7 days after the due date. There are no fines for late books, but please be respectful of other members
who might want to check out the same materials, so return them as soon as you are done with them.
Here are some FAQs about the new TinyCat app:
Q:
A:

What happens if I forget my password?
Passwords cannot be reset or recovered. Contact the TAS Librarian to request a new one.

Q:
A:

Where can I learn more about the features of TinyCat?
LibraryThing has a YouTube channel with tutorials.

Q: Can I donate books that I no longer need to the club?
A: The club welcomes and appreciates donations of gently used books. We prefer items that we do not currently have in the
catalog for space/storage reasons. Please contact the TAS Librarian to discuss further. We do not accept magazines.
Q: Does the club have a “wish list” of books that are needed?
A: Yes! We are in need of newer books that focus on observing skills, using telescopes, astrophotography, and scientific research
for amateurs. Our Amazon list is located at https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/3GQ4Z1133RB0B.
We have some amazing books in our collection, and the library is a benefit of your membership. Please take advantage of these
resources to further your study of amateur astronomy.
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Texas Astronomical Society
Awards Banquet
December 3 at 7:00pm (setup at 6:00pm)
Frisco Party Hall. 8780 Preston Trace Blvd, 75033
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Organizer: Gary Carter, tasdoublestars@gmail.com
This will be a potluck dinner. BYOB.
Please contact the event organizer to coordinate shared dishes.
Volunteers are needed to co-organize the event (pre and post event
setup, decorating, cleanup, etc.)

Dallas
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Tales from the TAS Dark Site
Fall, Cool Clear Nights and Star Parties
By Glenn Fitzgerald, Dark Site Manager

It is an exciting time as we start our monthly star parties. Sadly we had one person
multiple times disrupt our first Saturday of the month star party in Garland in which
it was decided to shut down this star party. But Gary Carter step up and organized
a replacement in Fairview.
I changed the location for the fourth Friday of the month star party in Rockwall. To
avoid some lights at the old location at the Shores park we had to haul our
equipment up a small hill and setup behind some trees. No one liked hauling their
equipment such a distance, so attendance was slowly going down and the number
of volunteers was dropping too. There where a few months when I was the only
one. Hopefully, at the new location “The Park at Hickory Ridge”, attendance will
start going up.
But, at Caney, Ok our attendance for the Caney ISD has always been high. You may
be wondering where is Caney? Well our dark site is in Caney, Ok ISD. We had a star
party every year since 2015 for the Caney ISD. We did miss about two years due to
the pandemic.
Caney ISD is always excited about the star party and they have it as a school and
community event. The first star party we held there they published in the
community newspaper and even had a reporter at the star party.

T.A.S. Member Eric Vines at the old location for the
Stars on the Rocks Star Party

The first two star parties at Caney I had Mike Plancheon and Tim Longwell helped me. We setup behind the school in an open field. The
turn out was GREAT and we all had a good time sharing the night sky together.
For the last big solar eclipse in the United States, I went to Caney ISD to show the eclipse. Most TAS members traveled to another state
to experience the full effect of the eclipse. I went to share it with school children. First, I stopped at the dark site to drop off some things
for the night and to my surprise there was a few TAS members to view the eclipse. Well, why stay at the dark site and experience the
partial eclipse with just a few when just about a mile or two up the road you can share with many school children? I convinced those
members at the dark site to come with me and go to Caney ISD and most did.
What an experience to share and eclipse with a school district and children and
adults of all ages. I will never forget that experience and I believe the children will
never forgot it either.
Tim Longwell and I were invited into the third grade class after the eclipse to talk
about it and answer some questions. Tim and I had a big surprise when many of
the students wanted know how they could join TAS. We told them their parents
would have to join and they could be family members. It was a very interesting
time.
This past September we had another star party at the Caney ISD. Like previous star
parties we had another large crowd. Students, parents, teachers and other
community and family members of all ages attended.
Lloyd Lashbrook with Mike and Anna Plancheon came out to assist me with the star
party. We set up our telescopes about an hour before sun set. Lloyd started the star
party by giving and excellent introduction to the night sky. He talked about what
constellations and planets that were up to view that night. Mike followed Lloyd and
talked about where you could find further information on the night sky. Mike talked
about a good book to help you find the constellations by H. A. Ray. Then Mike
asked if anyone had read the author’s other books and everyone replied NO. Mike
Solar eclipse viewing at Caney ISD
laughed. He then told everyone that he bet that most had read one the authors
other books because H. A. Ray was the author of the Curious George books.
Everyone laughed and most said they had read at least one of his books.
Public star parties take some of our precious time, but when you hear “WOW, that is awesome” from some of the attendees, you know it
is all worth it.
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Unfortunately, the entrance gate has been left unlocked or even open. The dark
site and all the equipment and some of the buildings belong to all active TAS
members in good standing. The new bunk house, the old bunk house, the learning
center, the Al Bowen observatory, the world class outhouse and two roll off’s are all
owned by the members including what is inside these structures. We, TAS
members, have a lot money invested in the dark site. To enter or leave the dark
site, you have to pull up to the gate, get out of your vehicle and open the gate.
Next, you have to drive through the gate, stop and get out of your vehicle and
close the gate. Anytime you unlock and open the gate you should also rotate the
tumblers on the lock. The lock should never be left open with the current lock code
still set on the tumblers. It belongs to all of us, and it is our responsibility to keep
the site secure and protected. So, PLEASE remember to check all locks to confirm
that they are indeed locked and secure before leaving the site.
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Until next time, remember, for me it is far more enjoyable to share the night sky
with others then stand alone in an empty field looking up. Alone or with others, it is
always inspiring to observe the night sky. Glenn

Dallas
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Waz Up!
By Chaz Hafey

December 1, 2022 – conjunction of Moon and
Jupiter

December 7, 2022 – occultation of Mars by the
Moon
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December 12, 2022 – conjunction Mercury and
M22 star cluster

December 16, 2022 – conjunction of Venus and
M22 star cluster

December 24, 2022 – conjunction Moon, Venus
and Mercury

December 26, 2022 – conjunction of Moon and
Saturn

December 28, 2022 – conjunction of Venus and
Mercury
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Mars close approach

Photo courtesy of NASA
About every 26 months both Mars and Earth are on the same side of the solar system. This means that they are close to each other every
26 months. NASA uses this to their advantage by often sending spacecraft to Mars about every 26 months when the two planets are
close together.
Opposition is when an object is opposite the sun (180 degrees apart in Right Ascension) in the sky as viewed from Earth. If all of the
planet orbits were circular and all were in exactly the same plane as the Earth’s orbital plane then the moment a planet is opposite the
sun in the sky would be the same as the closest approach. Since this is not the case, opposition and closest approach are usually a few
days apart. December 7, 2022, is the opposition of Mars while November 30, 2022, is the closest approach.
All of the planets, including Mars and the Earth, orbit the sun in elliptical orbits and are not precisely in the same orbital plane. Mars is
closer to the sun during its perihelion and is further away from the sun at its aphelion. The same is true for the Earth. If Mars is near its
perihelion and Earth is close to its aphelion when they are on the same side of the solar system, then the planets can be really close. This
happens about every 15 to 17 years. The very closest the planets Mars and Earth can come to each other is about 33.9 million miles, but
this is just an ideal circumstance. The last opposition of Mars was on October 6, 2020, and Mars was at a distance from the Earth of 38.6
million miles. On December 7, 2022, is the opposition of Mars. On November 30, 2022, when Mars is at its closest to the Earth it will be
50.6 million miles in distance. So, the disk of Mars will be much smaller than when it was observed in October 2020.

December Meteors
sources - American Meteor Society - http://www.amsmeteors.org/ and
International Meteor organization - http://www.imo.net/
The International Astronomical Union (IAU) has a list of over 800 different meteor showers that have been observed and proposed that
you can find at https://www.ta3.sk/IAUC22DB/MDC2007/Roje/roje_lista.php?corobic_roje=0&sort_roje=0 . Only some of them are
highlighted here in this article.
Monocerotids (019 MON)
Active: November 27 - December 20
Peak Night: December 8-9
ZHR = 3
Radiant: in the constellation Monoceros
Velocity = 42 km/s
Parent Object – ???
Although well known for a long time (also as December Monocerotids), this minor shower's details need further improvement by
observational data. In most years, visual data give a maximum ZHR = 3 while the general ZHR level is about 2. In a few years, we also find
an apparent slight enhancement in the Geminid peak night. This is assumed to be an effect of Geminids erroneously classified as MON.
Care needs to be taken to clearly distinguish MON from GEM and NOO. Visual observers should choose their field of view such, that the
radiants do not line up. Field centres north of Taurus in the evening or near Leo in the morning are possible choices. Conditions are
favourable to observe the ascent until about the Geminid peak. The radiant area is available virtually all night for much of the globe,
culminating at about 01h30m local time.
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Sigma-Hydrids (016 HYD)
Active: December 3 - December 20
Peak Night: December 8-9
ZHR = 7
Radiant: in the constellation Hydra
Velocity = 58 km/s
Parent Object – ???
The sigma-Hydrids are often thought to be a very minor shower with rates close to the visual detection threshold for much of the activity
period. However, some bright meteors are repeatedly seen and the maximum ZHR reaches 5 to 8 but visual data have indicated the
maximum of 20 might happen. This is probably an effect as described for the MON caused by mis-aligned Geminids. Visual data from
the period 2010 to 2018 show a maximum close to December 9) and the Geminid-related feature only in a few years. Other data implied
a peak closer December 6, and that activity might persist till December 24. Observers must be careful to distinguish HYD from GEM and
MON which are active at the same time (see notes in the MON section). Since the HYD radiant rises in the late evening hours, it is best
viewed after local midnight from either hemisphere.
Geminids (004 GEM)
Active: December 4–17
Peak Night: December 13-14
ZHR = 150;
Radiant: RA = 112◦, Dec = +33◦
Velocity = 35 km/s
Parent Object – asteroid 3200 Phaethon
The best and most reliable of the major annual showers presently observable reaches
its broad maximum on December 14. Well north of the equator, the radiant rises about sunset, reaching a usable elevation from the local
evening hours onwards. In the southern hemisphere, the radiant appears only around local midnight or so. It culminates near 02h local
time. Even from more southerly sites, this is a splendid stream of often bright,medium-speed meteors, a rewarding event for all
observers, whatever method they employ. The peak has shown little variability in its timing in recent years. The peak ZHRs have shown a
slight increase over a longer period and reached 140 to 150 in all recent years. Usually, near-peak Geminid rates persist for several
hours, so much of the world has the chance to enjoy something of the shower's best. Mass-sorting within the stream means fainter
meteors should be most abundant almost a day ahead of the visual maximum.
Comae Berenicids (020 COM)
Active: December 12–23
Maximum: December 15-16
ZHR = 3
Radiant: RA = 175◦, Dec = +18◦
Velocity = 65 km/s
Parent Object – Comet 1913-1 which is also known as Comet Lowe
Years of work to resolve uncertainties have now shown this source to be weak, shorter in duration than was once thought, and with a
maximum significantly earlier than previously believed. From the mid northern hemisphere, its radiant reaches a useful elevation by
about one a.m. local time in mid December, culminating around 06h, but it is almost unobservable from the mid southern hemisphere
until near dawn.
December Leonis Minorids (032 DLM)
Active: December 5–February 4;
Peak Night: December 19-20
ZHR = 5;
Radiant: RA = 161◦, Dec = +30◦
Velocity = 64 km/s
Parent Object - ?
Like the COM, the DLM shower is quite weak, but is probably long-lasting, though more coverage after the Quadrantid epoch in January
would be valuable. The shower is primarily a northern hemisphere target, from where its radiant can be properly observed from ≈ 23h
local time onwards.
Ursids (015 URS)
Active: December 17–26
Peak Night: December 21-22
ZHR = 10 (occasionally variable up to 50);
Radiant: RA = 217◦, Dec = +76◦
Velocity = 33 km/s
Parent Object - 8P/Tuttle
A poorly-observed northern hemisphere shower which has produced at least two major outbursts in the past 70 years, in 1945 and 1986.
Some events could have been missed due to weather conditions. Several lesser rate enhancements have been reported from 2006 to
2008. Many peaks occurred when the parent was close to its aphelion, and so the slightly enhanced rates found in video data in 2014
and 2015 indicate that predictions are difficult. Comparing the condition with previous returns, the rates will be low. The Ursid radiant is
circumpolar from most northern sites, so fails to rise for most southern ones, though it culminates after daybreak, and is highest in the
sky later in the night.
ɛ
Comets:
Comet brightness can change so quickly that the printed word (or electronic newsletter) can become outdated even before it is
published. So, I have not included comet information here, but I do have some websites for you to try for comet up to date information.
https://in-the-sky.org/comets.php
http://www.heavens-above.com/Comets.aspx?lat=32.783&lng=-96.800&loc=Dallas&alt=137&tz=CST
http://www.aerith.net/comet/weekly/current.html
http://www.aerith.net/comet/future-n.html
Fireballs or bolides (bright meteors):
https://www.amsmeteors.org/
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Satellites:
https://www.heavens-above.com/
(knowing your exact latitude, longitude and elevation will give you very accurate results)
Aurora:
https://www.spaceweatherlive.com/en/auroral-activity
Solar Activity:
https://www.spaceweatherlive.com/en/solar-activity
Starmaps
Free starmaps - http://skymaps.com/downloads.html
Free astronomy computer program - http://www.stellarium.org/
December 2022 Occultations
(source - software “Occult 4.5”)
Please note - Occultation predictions are for Brookhaven College. At other locations event times will be different and events may not
occur at all. An occultation by the moon is when the moon passes between the earth and a star or planet and blocks or “occults” our
view of that object.
Occultation Legend:
Date
y – year
m – month
d- day
Time (in CST)
h- hour
m-minute
s-second
P- Phenomena – d or D means a
disappearance, r or R means a reappearance, m – means a near miss
occultation, Gr means the star will
graze the side of the moon
Star No – Star XZ identification number
Mag v – visual magnitude
% illum – percent illumination of the
moon, positive numbers is waxing
moon, negative numbers is waning
moon
Sun Alt – sun’s altitude in degrees, if
positive then sun is above horizon
Moon Alt – moon’s altitude in degrees
Moon Az – Moon’s azimuth in degrees
CA deg – Cusp Angle – how many
degrees away from the terminator
where the event occurs, N- means
northern side of moon, S – means
southern side of moon, negative
numbers mean the bright side of the
moon, positive means dark side of
moon
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TAS BoD Meeting Minutes
By Nathan Day, TAS Secretary

Board Meeting – October 20, 2022
6:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m. on Zoom
Agenda
Called to order: 6:33
BOD in attendance: Lint LaCour, Michael Rymer, Jay Jershin, John Dorio
Jerry Bassett X, Raul Benavides, Alma Gaona, Lloyd Lashbrook X, Bill Moser, Dennis Wardell
Others: Greg J, Phil D, Chuck G, Daniela G, Tammy O, Kevin C, Bill B
1.

Reports
a. Officers
1)
President – Lint LaCour
a)
Welcome to the new Board – Status of officer transitions
President – Tammy and Lint met on 9/30
Vice President – Lint and Michael met on 10/05
Secretary – Nathan and Jay Jershin
Treasurer – Daniela and John Dorio
Need to plan bank meeting (Friday 28th?) for credit cards: P, VP, T
** Setup appt at Chase branch as Central 75 and Campbell 4 pm
Bring copy of meeting minutes, bylaws? Change address. (Jay sent bylaws to Chuck Goldsmith, to convert them to
word from .pdf and uploaded them to our drop-box account)
** Ask Gary if he has electronic copy of bylaws. Chuck Goldsmith can convert PDF to Word. Jay found ones from
2000, revised in 2003, and newer addendums in 2013 and 2019) will supply a copy to Maggie as well.
b)

Awards Banquet Planning – Saturday, December 3rd at 7:00 pm In person
Theme: Star Parties? Keep Looking Up, JWST, Mars, DART Asteroid nudge event, others?
Nominations: Tammy has ideas
Need certificates
Food: Pot luck – bring an item, club provides meat ** Turkey/Ham, plus utensils, non-alcoholic drinks like water and
tea
Need plates, utensils, napkins, drinks, cups
Need projector (Michael). Hall has screen. Who has the decorations?
Entertainment: Frank’s slide show?, Call Frank.
BYOB, bartender must serve alcohol
The plan will be for some folks to arrive at 6pm to help set up for party, and likewise, we’ll need a few volunteers to
stay late and help clean up, as we’ll need to handle that.

c)
d)

e)
f)

g)

Fall Picnic/Ghost Hunt - 9/24
a.
Ghost Hunt challenge still open (Lloyd)
** Hand out awards at November meeting
Facebook Live/Zoom on entry-level equipment – Kevin
a.** Planning Sunday 11/06 at 3 pm at Kevin’s
** Practice session Wed 10/26 at 5 pm
b.
Tammy can bring her Dob and small refractor
c.
Plan to do FB Live and Zoom simultaneously; upload to YouTube afterwards.
Special star party for owners of new telescope in January/February – Kevin; maybe 1/14 or 1/28 (cloudy backup) at
Kevin’s in Princeton.
** Advertise
Review/update TAS documents – Lint/Tammy/Luis to do initial review
Need to locate some important master materials: bylaws, lease agreement, logos
** Web site wording updates: Work with Luis
Atoka Site Reopening Notice
Review outstanding audit action items
a.
#3 move lifetime funds - not done. We have an application to complete here: https://www.fidelity.com/openaccount/fidelity-account-for-businesses. Daniela, Bill Moser, and Tammy to work on this
b.
#10 verify and label assets at Atoka like Meade Lightbridge – results – Gary – labeling delayed until asset list
complete
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c. #11 work party to review equipment at Atoka – results – Gary – Gary and Phil worked on this on 9/14 and still have
some work to do. (as of 10/20)
2)
Vice-President – Michael Rymer
a)
Upcoming speakers:
Oct - Michael Rymer / in person / IDA
Nov - Robert Reeves / in person / Moon
Dec – Awards Banquet, 12/3, 6 p.m. setup, 7 p.m. start, Frisco Party Hall, 8780 Preston Trace Blvd, Frisco, TX 75033
b)
** Tammy and Lint need to determine who gets President’s award this year
c)
Michael to post speakers to social
3)
Secretary – Jay Jershin
4)
Treasurer – John Dorio
a)
2022-2023 Budget was approved at Sept meeting
b)
Current account status: $20,234.66 checking; $44,896.98 savings as of 10/20
Expenses $2,161.78 primarily for Danny, Dropbox, Zoom, Ghost Hunt
** Mail PDF of Coeus invoice to John and Daniela (Lint)
c)
Transfer to online QuickBooks – in progress
b. Directors
1)
Jerry Bassett
2)
Raul Benavides
3)
Alma Gaona
4)
Lloyd Lashbrook
5)
Bill Moser
6)
Dennis Wardell
c. Appointed Positions
1)
JTAS – Kevin Cobble
a)
September meeting well attended
b)
Next meetings – 10/22, 11/12, 12/03; holding elections. Send to Maggie.
c)
Gary presenting on 10/8
d)
New telescopes from Mike Bartmon
2)
Membership Coordinator/AL – Luis Santana – ? primary; ? family members; ? total members; ? new members; Tammy
needs to send letters to expiring/expired members.
3)
Website/Forums/Membership Management Portal – Gabe Cardona, Luis Santana, Ed Flaspoehler
4)
Site Manager – Glenn Fitzgerald (need replacement ASAP)
a)
Begin planning dark site maintenance items approved in this year’s budget: bunkhouse steps, wheelchair access,
termite treatment, removal of old bunkhouse, increased security as follows
b)
** Person of interest at Atoka – Gary – Person took OTA; camera disabled; need to send an email to membership,
explain that equipment was out for audit, and ask for return of equipment (Gary); Tammy has the game cam that can
be installed. Board voted to add $750 to the budget for more cameras. Also need to think about adding more
locked cabinets to hold expensive eyepieces, etc., and to up our policies for checking out scope.
c)
Do we want to airtag our OTAs?
d)
** Schedule learning center air conditioner approved at Sept meeting – Gary
e)
Schedule workday for trenching and application of Termidor HE ($225) – coordinate post ghost hunt and prior to
gravel spread; look into cost of trencher rental ($162/day from Home Depot); we’d need to think about how deep
electrical wires and plumbing is buried under the ground. ** Tammy to purchase Termidor HE.
** Potential date: Jan 21 (no star party)
f)
Cody Bizzell meeting with Glenn and Greg on 9/16 to get quote for rock, wildlife barrier, painting, re-trimming tool
shed. Did not happen as of 10/20.
g)
Phase 1 and beyond electrical upgrade project – Greg
Cody a connection with another electrician, and we’ll work to get a bid from him. Waiting on quote as of 10/20.
h)
Future of the dangerous roll-off and rescuing the Dob inside - still need to come up with a plan. Not leased.
Workday on Jan 21 – remove top and rescue DOB.
i)
Future of old bunkhouse
J)
Vote approved during May general meeting to authorize up to $1k for demolition. Backhoe not yet scheduled. May
look into getting a junk company out to look at it.
k)
Dark site restroom options – needs volunteers for a new committee
l)
Need to keep an eye on the ditch for the outhouse; Gary observed high levels that have since gone down.
m)
** Get permission from owners and put stenciled 4” white letter IDs on site pads.
Also observatory buildings that club owns in 4” black. (Greg/Glenn)
Label the 14 public pads. Rustoleum? Tammy to get permission.
5)
Observatory Steward – Phil Diekhoff/Charles Goldsmith
a)
Al Bowen Observatory dome working
b)
** Chuck and Phil power washed the rolloff. 4 visits. Would like to paint it.
Two 10” Meades associated with rolloff.
c)
Chuck and Phil had a clean-up party for observatory and telescope; all seems to be working well now!
d)
Need to look into ensuring that observatories are well sealed to prevent bugs
e)
New member intro – plans going forward.
** Get PPT slide deck to Phil D and Charles Goldsmith.
Plan for Phil to do one at Nov meeting.
6)
Lease Site Coordinator – Tammy (pads_lease@texasastro.org)
7)
Spectrum Editor – Maggie Hutchison
8)
Astronomical League Awards Coordinator/Historian – Gary
9)
Librarian – Kelley Miller
a)
Bill, Kelley, and Tammy will coordinate a day to do the move to the bank. Kelley has boxes numbered/cataloged so
that books can easily be found.
** Talk with Kelley about scarce avail around holidays.
** Schedule this possibly 11/05 if people available. Solicit at next meeting.
10)
Public Observing Coordinator – Matt Cooper/Huey Stevens
a)
Frisco StarFest, 10/8 (Mark Johnston) – There will be a cub scout pack in attendance, working on their badges. Is
there a chance to get additional scopes to support this?
11)
Star Party Hosts – Huey Stevens/Matt Cooper
b)
First Saturday – Fairview behind Sloan Creek Intermediate School
c)
Second Saturday – Frisco
d)
Third Saturday – Open, was Cedar Hill
e)
Fourth Saturday – Rockwall at The Park at Hickory Ridge
f)
How to advertise these? Constant contact to membership.
** Need to get on our web site calendar. Done as of 10/20.
12)
TAS Greeter/Membership Engagement – Bill Butt
a)
Still need to plan to order new brochures and business cards.
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b)

Bill has 600+ brochures and 200ish business cards. Will need more business cards. $100 budgeted. Bill has the
digital docs. Put web addr on card.
Bill M recommends PrintPlace.com on Ave H in Grand Prairie.
13)
Social Media Coordinator – Alma Rubi Gaona/Michael Rymer
a)
Press releases may be needed for new events; Fairview is interested in a joint press release
b)
Sending out a form to be able to use pictures from people to post on our FB page, Instagram, etc.
14) Legal Advisor – Chris Cunningham
d.
SIGs
1)
APSIG Coordinator - Astrophotography + Beginner's - Frank Castanho
2)
HAMSIG - HAM Radio - Chaz Hafey
3)
ObSIG Observing Coordinator - Open
4)
SciSIG - Science - Dave Hutchison
5)
ATMSIG - Amateur Telescope Makers - (idle)
6)
BAMSIG – Dennis Wardell
Request for online BAMsig. Pass to someone online.
e.
Others
Mention Dennis has loaner scope(s). Adjourned 9:00 pm.
Notes for future meetings:
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There will not be any meetings in December, so the first BOD meeting of 2023 will take place on January 19th, and the first general
meeting will occur on January 27th.

Dallas
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TAS General Meeting Minutes
By Nathan Day, TAS Secretary

General Meeting – October 28, 2022
7:30 p.m. – 10:30 p.m. at UTD and on Zoom
Agenda
Called to order: 7:31
JTAS and TeenTAS New Officers
• Tyler - VP
• Lyla - President
• Hanson - Secretary
• Andrew Yu - President
• Rishika - VP
• Christina - Secretary
Guest Speaker
Michael Rymer
• Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas
•
•
•

Vice President
International Dark-Sky Association (IDA)
Advocacy and Communications Intern

•

“Together for the Night” – IDA Dark Sky Advocacy

Michael mentioned the website https://www.darksky.org/ to learn more about how you can help and become an advocate for dark
sky's, and methods to approach local council/government to make them aware of the negative impacts of light pollution
Thank you to outgoing board members, and greeting to new members:
Departing board:
•

President – Tammy Onufreiczuk

•

Vice President – Lint LaCour

•

Secretary – Nathan Day *

•

Treasurer – Daniela Grushevska *

•

Director – Jerry Bassett

•

Director – Alma Gaona

•

Director – Dona Malarky *

•

Director – Bill Moser

•

Director – Michael Rymer

•

Director – Dennis Wardell

•

Treasurer – Daniela and John?

New Board:
•

President – Lint LaCour

•

Vice President – Michael Rymer

•

Secretary – Jay Jershin
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•

Treasurer – John Dorio

•

Director – Jerry Bassett *

•

Director – Raul Benavides

•

Director – Alma Gaona

•

Director – Lloyd Lashbrook

•

Director – Bill Moser *

•

Director – Dennis Wardell

Contact info for new board members:
•

Emails all end with “@texasastro.org”

•

President@TexasAstro.org

•

P (Michael)

•

Secretary (Jay)

•

Treasurer (John)

•

Info (Jay)

•

SiteManager (Glenn)

•

tas_lease (Tammy)

•

TASObserving (Hugh/Matt)

•

Positions filled and open

•

Spectrum Editor – Maggie Hutchison

•

Librarian – Kelley Miller

•

Astronomical League Awards Coordinator – Gary Carter

•

Historian – Gary Carter

•

Public Observing Coordinator – Matt Cooper/Huey Stevens

• New Stars on the Rock star party in Rockwall tomorrow night at The Park at Hickory Ridge. (Glenn Fitzgerald) Fairview next
Saturday 12/05. (Gary Carter)
•

ObSIG – OPEN

• TAS Fall Picnic and Ghost Hunt on 09/24 was fun but cloudy. Challenge still open.
(Gary Carter/Lloyd Lashbrook)
•

APSIG – Frank Castanho

•

HAMSIG – Chaz Hafey

We need volunteers for the following open positions:
• Observing Site Manager (i.e., Dark Site Manager)
Currently reach out to: Greg, Gary, Phil, Chuck, Lint, etc for any issues, questions, and so forth…
•

Need at least a Co-Manager

•

OBSIG leader

•

Contact president@texasastro.org

•
Upcoming TAS Star Parties
•

1st Saturday – Fairview

• Behind Sloan Creek Intermediate School
440 Country Club Rd, Fairview, TX 75069 (north of Stacy Rd)
•

2nd Saturday – Frisco

•

Frisco Commons Park, 8000 McKinney Rd, Frisco, TX 75034

•

3rd Saturday – Open

•

4th Saturday – Rockwall

•

The Park at Hickory Ridge, 2939 Trailview Dr, Rockwall, TX 75032

Check TAS website calendar for events and status, if you want to host or bring equipment, etc you may need a background check
completed. Check with Lint, Michael or other board members to confirm.
Annual TAS Awards Banquet
Saturday December 3rd
6:00 p.m. setup, 7:00 p.m. start
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Frisco Party Hall
8780 Preston Trace Blvd.
Frisco, TX 75033
Bring a dish to share!
Also need plates, cups, utensils, napkins, décor,
and your astrophotos
Note BYOB, bartender must serve alcohol
Contact Gary for questions at: tasdoublestars@gmail.com
Upcoming Events
•

11/05 Saturday – Library Move Day

•

Need volunteers to move library from Kelley’s house to Bill Moser’s bank in Grand Prairie

•

11/06 Sunday 3 pm – 1st Virtual Facebook Live Event!

•

Entry level equipment discussion hosted by Kevin Cobble, Tammy O, Michael Rymer

•

12/13 Tuesday 6 pm – TAS Star Party for Garland Brandenburg Middle School PTA

•

626 Nickens Rd, Garland TX. See Huey’s Constant Contact invite.

•

01/14 Saturday – Special Newbie Star Party

•

For members with new telescopes at Kevin Cobble’s house in Princeton (01/28 backup)

•

01/21 Saturday – Next Dark Site Workday

•

Apply termite prevention, general cleanup, remove rolloff top, paint, label pads

•
•

Background Checks for Volunteers – Be Aware!

•

Board members must complete the deluxe check every 2 years

•

All are cleared as of 10/26

• TAS members must complete the standard check annually
to volunteer at public outreach events
•

39 members are cleared as of 10/26

•

Login to the TAS membership portal to check your status.

•

Access to the “TAS Volunteer Background Check” has been added to the page.

Reports
•

Site Manager – Glenn Fitzgerald/OPEN

•

Getting a quote for remaining electrical upgrades

•

Next workday planned for 01/21 this fall when the weather is cooler

•

Schedule Learning Center A/C upgrade

• Tracking a person of interest at dark site due to a missing OTA, which was set in the Learning Center for the equipment audit. TAS
requests the return of this equipment. We’ll be adding additional cameras to key areas at the site, as a result.
• Gravel delivery being made for roads and other areas. Lease site owners who want to pay for gravel their sites, to be delivered in
the same load, reach out to Tammy and/or Glenn.
•

Lease Site Coordinator – Tammy Onufreiczuk

•

Expect a lease site owners meeting once more information is known about the next phase of the electrical upgrades.

TAS Loaner Equipment Available for TAS Members Only
The TAS Library/Loaner Scope is loaned out on a monthly basis from one TAS General Meeting to the next. To borrow the scope, you
must be a TAS member in good standing, and your membership must not expire during the period of the loan.
The loaner telescope is a Meade 8” LX90 with all necessary accessories included. A complete description of what is included is listed
on the loan documentation the loanee must sign and agree to.
When the scope is reserved, Dennis Wardell will bring the telescope to the next general meeting for pick up, or members can
arrange for pick up at his home in Allen.
To reserve the scope, contact Dennis at star_browser@hotmail.com.

Dark Site
The water is off for the winter, please leave it off if you visit as the pipes will freeze, burst and flood when the weather gets cold.
Be sure to lock the gate when you leave, and be smart, rotate the tumbler so that someone can’t just walk up and disengage the lock
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Numbers will be painted on each pad, to help identify them, there are still unimproved pads available, those that are currently leased,
please advise TAS that you are okay with having it painted with an ID number
Upcoming Meeting Dates
Next BOD – November 10, 2022
Next Meeting – November 18, 2022
•

November Speaker: Robert Reeves from San Antonio will be here in person with a presentation about Moon

•

Lloyd to present Ghost Hunt Challenge awards (still open) during the next meeting

•

Banquet planning

•

No Board or General meetings in December

No APSIG items to share this month
Constellation of the Month
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Lacerta – The Lizard
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Star Parties and Observing Opportunities
By Matt Cooper, Outreach Coordinator

For more specific and up-to-date information, check the T.A.S. Website.
T.A.S. currently holds two regular monthly Star Parties where our members get together to observe and educate about the night sky
•

*NEW* Fairview Star Party: Lovejoy ISDs Sloan Creek Intermediate School campus – first Saturday of each month*

•

Frisco Starfest: Frisco Commons Park in Frisco – second Saturday of each month.

•

Stars on the Rocks is back! Check the calendar for its NEW location - the fourth Saturday, staring on September 24th.

For the most up-to-date information, please visit the TAS Calendar of Events on the Texas Astronomical Society webpage:
Please Remember to call the TAS public observing hot line to check on the status of any T.A.S. event on the calendar by calling (214)
800- 6000 on the day of the event to be sure the event has not been canceled or rescheduled
*NEW*
*The Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas (TAS) will be sponsoring community Star Parties on the first Saturday of each month beginning
Saturday, October 1, 2022. (Exception: no event will be held in December due to holiday activities. Star parties will resume in January.)
The Star Party events will take place on Lovejoy ISDs Sloan Creek Intermediate School campus, 440 Country Club Road, Fairview, Texas
75069. We will be setup on the Track and Field east of the school building.
Each Star Party will start 30 minutes after sunset. Feel free to bring your own blankets, lawn chairs, binoculars, and dress for the expected
temperatures.
TAS Volunteers will conduct an introductory “naked eye” tour of the night sky and a variety of telescopes will be setup for the general
public to observe a selection of lunar, planetary, and deep sky objects through the instruments. Bring the family out for a night of
astronomical camaraderie under the Fairview night sky.
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Event Sponsors: Gary Carter, Dennis Wardell, Lloyd Lashbrook, Ed Flaspoehler
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Special Interest Groups
(ObSIG) Observing Special Interest Group. - ON HOLD
If your biggest interest in astronomy lies with getting to see interesting objects through a telescope (particularly through your own
telescope) then this is the group for you. We intend to create a greater interest in visual observing and hold monthly meetings to discuss
our most interesting finds. Once the new group comes together we can decide on which area to concentrate our attention for the
upcoming month.
For more information, contact: [currently looking for a new host]
APSIG (Astrophotography Special Interest Group)
Beginner’s APSIG – an extension of APSIG, with separate meetings
The APSIG is led by Frank Castanho. This group meets to discuss the latest in the art and science of Astrophotography. Each meeting
includes a talk about the subject for the month and includes sharing astro photographs. At the conclusion of the meeting, the group
frequently moves to the local ‘Mi Cocina’ to finish the night on a high note.
For more information, follow this link or for more information about the Beginner’s group, contact: Frank Castanho
SciSIG (Science Special Interest Group)
Science with Scopes
Purpose: to generate excitement about doing amateur science. The group meeting monthly at the cafe at the Plano Central Market.
Please contact Dave Hutchison for more information, if you would like to join the fun!
HAMSIG (HAM radio operators Special Interest Group)
HAMSIG was revived by Joe Lalumia and features Sky- net on the DARC repeater (146.88 MHz PL tone 110.9) on Saturday nights,
starting at 9 PM. More Hams and astronomers are welcome to join in!
You do not need to be a licensed radio operator to lis- ten. From the www.w5fc.org website:
SKYNET!!!! 9PM CT – 10:30PM CT
2-Meter Repeater W5FC: 146.880MHz, PL 110.9, –
Echolink: W5FC-R, node 37247.
Youtube.com Search “DARC Skynet” Facebook.com Search “DARC Skynet”
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Twitch.tv Search “KE5ICX”
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Spectrum Contributors
EDITOR:
Maggie Hutchison
TASSpectrumEd@gmail.com
The T.A.S. Spectrum is published monthly by the Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas. As always, we are looking for articles and photos
from members. Not only do we want The Spectrum to reflect all of the activities of the club, but also to serve as an educational tool for
new members and for those outside of T.A.S. who want to learn about astronomy and eventually join us.
The deadline for articles and information for the December Spectrum is November 30th...
Articles must be submitted as unformatted word documents (fonts, etc. will be changed as part of edit process) and should include
pictures or diagrams. Pictures and diagrams should be at least 800 pixels wide and should be sent as separate files. Aspect ratio of
pictures should be 3:2 or 16:9. Pictures that don’t meet that requirement may be scaled or cropped to fit into the publication. Do note
that graphics text in pictures do not scale well and may not be suitable for publication.
Note: astro advertisements by club members are also welcome. Advertisements require that member contact information be posted in
the publication.
For photos, please include your name, equipment used, and any other photo information you would like included.
All photos and illustrations included with articles should be those of the author and it should be noted as such.
If including photos/illustrations from other sources, please be sure that you have permission to use the material and list your sources.
The opinions expressed by the contributors to the Spectrum do not necessarily reflect the opinions of T.A.S. T.A.S. Members receive an
electronic version of The Spectrum.
If you have questions about The Spectrum or want to submit an article or photographs please contact: TASSpectrumEd@gmail.com
CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH:
•

Gary Carter

•

Nathan Day

•

Glenn Fitzgerald

•

Chaz Hafey

•

Jay Jershin

•

Lint LaCour

•

Kelley Miller

•

Michael Rymer
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Title header and other banner or title photos, unless noted otherwise, are by Dave Hutchison or Maggie Hutchison
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Contact TAS
President
Lint LaCour

president@texasastro.org

Vice President
Michael Rymer

vp@texasastro.org

Secretary
Jay Jershin

Secretary@texasastro.org

Treasurer
John Dorio

Treasurer@texasastro.org

Directors at Large
Jerry Bassett
Raul Benavides
Alma Gaona
Lloyd Lashbrook
Bill Moser
Dennis Wardell
Appointed Positions
Membership Coordinator/ ALCOR
Luis Santana
Membership@TexasAstro.org
Librarian
Kelley Miller
Dark Sky Site Manager
Glenn Fitzgerald
Lease Pad Coordinator
Tammy Onufreiczuk

mayor@kelleytexas.com
sitemanager@Texasastro.org

tas_lease@texasastro.org

Public Observing Coordinator
Matt Cooper
tasobserving@gmail.com
Observatory Steward:
Chuck Goldsmith
Philip Diekhoff

cgoldsmith@memtronics.com
pdiekhoff@att.net

Historian
Gary Carter

tasdoublestars@gmail.com

Astronomical League Observing Awards Coordinator
Historian
Gary Carter
tasdoublestars@gmail.com
Website/OMMS/Forums/I.T.:
Gabe Cardona, Luis Santana, Ed Flaspoehler
Membership Engagement:
Bill Butt
Spectrum Editor:
Maggie Hutchison
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About Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas
Purpose:
The Society was chartered in 1955. The purpose of this organization is to promote interest and research, and to give instruction, in the
science of astronomy and related disciplines
Information Packet and Membership Application:
The T.A.S. Information Packet and Membership Application is available for download in PDF format. To view this document you will need
Adobe Acrobat reader. If you haven't already, download your free reader now from Adobe. Visit the TAS website for more information.
Membership:
Membership is open to anyone having an interest in astronomy and related subjects. Annual dues are $50 (individual); add $4 for each
additional family member. The dues include subscriptions to The Spectrum and The Reflector. You may apply online to join.
Meetings:
CURRENTLY (until further notice): Meetings are held on the FOURTH FRIDAY of every month (except, November and December) via
ZOOM. Meeting information is sent by Constant Contact the week of the meeting.
Summary of Benefits:
Unlimited access to the club's observing site near Atoka, Oklahoma. This site includes:
•

Restroom facilities

•

Running water (except during winter months)

•

Solar heated shower

•

Space for overnight camping

•

Dark, smog-free skies

•

Available to members at all times

•

The Spectrum, the T.A.S. monthly newsletter.

•

The Reflector, the Astronomical League quarterly national newsletter.

Various Special Interest Groups (SIGS):
•
APSIG / Beginners’ APSIG Astrophotography
•

ATMSIG

Amateur Telescope Makers

•

Public Observing

•

HAMSIG

•

ObSIG - Observing

•

SciSIG - citizen science

HAM Radio operators

Monthly meetings with slide shows, films, guest speakers, beginners talks, equipment displays, flea markets for equipment, and an
extensive astronomical library with books, slides, and charts available for loan.
Advice and help from other club members on building and purchasing telescopes, using binoculars, observing celestial objects,
astrophotography, computer applications ...and much more!!
For more information, or to request an Information Packet and Membership Application, contact TAS at Apply Online to join.
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